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Metegrity Inc.’s Visions Enterprise® Version 5  
Achieves SAP-Certified Integration with SAP® ERP
Visions Enterprise delivers comprehensive AIM that syncs to customers’ existing SAP Solution

Alberta – December 16, 2016 Metegrity Inc. today 
announced its Visions Enterprise® 5, an asset integrity 
management (AIM) software program, has once again 
achieved SAP-certified integration with the SAP® ERP 
application. The solution, Visions Enterprise 5 for SAP 
ERP, has been proven to integrate with SAP ERP. This 
provides customers with the ability to have their SAP data 
fully synced with Visions’ mechanical integrity software, 
thereby helping eliminate the need for additional costs for 
customization and/or integration.

Customers can experience complete integration of Visions Enterprise 5 with SAP ERP while saving significant time and money by reducing outside 
engineering, third-party software, and manual data entry.

The SAP Integration and Certification Center (SAP ICC) has certified that Visions Enterprise 5 integrates with SAP ERP to enable both asset 
synchronization and automatic creation of maintenance requests from Visions’ Work Memos. This helps customers avoid repeated data entry, and 
increases the range of information immediately available in the SAP user interface. The SAP functional location hierarchy is fully and automatically 
reflected in Visions Enterprise 5. By having the full functionality of both systems operate in conjunction with each other, customers can save time and 
cost on manually comparing and entering data. Visions Enterprise 5 is automated with the click of a button, eliminating the need for additional third-
party costs or configuration.

Of further benefit to customers is the drastically improved risk model, based around Risk Based Inspection (RBI) principles, enabled for them in 
protecting their assets and extending equipment life. With this integration, owner-operators in process industries can schedule assets on a condition- 
and risk-based strategy vs. time-based without duplication of work, and aligning with regulatory compliance.

“We are delighted to again achieve the SAP certification for Visions Enterprise,” said Robert Jablonski, Senior Vice President of Metegrity 
Inc. “The certification process assures our customers that Metegrity uses technologies and processes compatible with SAP systems, thereby 
eliminating unforeseen obstacles. With tight integration, Visions Enterprise minimizes the total solution integration effort to pure configuration 
and lessens the time needed from weeks or months into hours.”

“The integration brings tremendous value to the customers expanding SAP methodologies for asset management by adding proven asset 
integrity strategies from Visions Enterprise,” Jablonski continued. “Utilization of risk-based strategies for scheduling work while adhering to 
pressure equipment regulations allows customers to focus their work in the areas most critical to their assets’ integrity and to maximize their 
investment in the assets.”

About Metegrity 
Metegrity is a globally trusted provider of comprehensive asset integrity management, protecting over $550 billion in assets across 850 facilities 
worldwide. Praised for unparalleled speed of deployment, our products are also highly configurable – allowing our experts to strategically tailor them 
to your business practices. With over 20 years in the industry, we proudly service top tier global organizations in the Oil & Gas, Pipeline, Chemical, and 
Power Generation industries. For more information, visit www.metegrity.com.

About SAP
SAP and other SAP products and services mentioned herein as well as their respective logos are trademarks or registered trademarks of SAP SE (or an 
SAP affiliate company) in Germany and other countries. See http://www.sap.com/corporate-en/legal/copyright/index.epx for additional trademark 
information and notices. All other product and service names mentioned are the trademarks of their respective companies.
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